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A rigorous formal description of the intended behaviour of a
compositional terminology, implemented as a software engine,
enables advanced, powerful semantic processing techniques to
assist in the building of a large terminology. Use of an
intermediate representation derived from such a formalism
enables authors to work in an apparently less formal
environment, accessing these techniques at one remove.
INTRODUCTION

However, Rossi Mori notes that developing the four
components and the resulting scheme must be an iterative
process. Further, development of one component often
complements, but may also depend upon, development of
another. These dependencies may initially be expressed as a
set of manually applied rules and checks. However, as the
system and its dependencies become progressively more
complex, it ceases to be possible to maintain integrity or
coherence through human processing power alone.

Developers of terminologies specifically designed for
medical computer applications are increasingly exploring
alternatives to the enumerative techniques embodied by
traditional schemes such as ICD1 or READ version 1 or 2.
Expressivity of such schemes is limited by whether
appropriate, specific terms already exist. Existing
terminologies such as SNOMED2, and many currently in
development (e.g. DICOM SNOMED Microglossary,
LOINC, ICNP3, READ 3.14), have adopted compositional
techniques: increased expressivity is achieved by fashioning
descriptions from structured collections of more basic terms.

Further progress requires formal encapsulation of the
system’s intended behaviour in a software engine. Systems
including such an engine - Rossi Mori’s ‘third generation’
systems - constrain and guide all user interaction according
to this formalism. Further enhancements of semantic
processing power are gained, but knowledge authoring
becomes more demanding: the scheme, its terms and the
formalism become so interdependent as to be inseparable
and the whole becomes essentially a piece of software.

Compositionality increases flexibility: a common clinical
requirement is for sets of highly detailed terms in a
particular specialised medical sub-domain - perhaps for
research or audit purposes. Users of enumerative schemes
must either wait for them to be included in the next major
central revision or (more commonly) make ad hoc local
additions. A compositional scheme enables principled local
extension, by making new compositions. The need for
genuinely new atomic terms is, therefore, much reduced.

GALEN-IN-USE is a European Union funded project to
develop tools and methods to assist in the collaborative
construction and maintenance of compositional surgical
procedure classifications. This paper describes how results
from the previous GALEN project - the GRAIL formalism7,
GALEN Common Reference Model (CRM)8,9,10, High Level
Ontology11 and Terminology Servers12 - are providing ‘third
generation’ system support for this task.

European standardisation work reflects this move to
compositional techniques. The European Committee for
Standardisation (CEN) has produced several standards and
pre-standards following ENV 122645, itself a pre-standard
for representing terminologies as a semantic network.
Existing enumerative schemes are termed ‘first generation’
terminology systems by Rossi Mori6. In his study of
compositional schemes in development he identifies four
common components: a categorial structure, a
cross-thesaurus, a family of lists and a knowledge base of
dissections. Systems where all four components are well
developed - Rossi Mori’s ‘second generation’ - acquire new
capabilities of semantic processing. These include dynamic
re-organisation of compositions, support for structured data
entry, the ability to automatically generate extensions and
dynamic cross-referencing between other schemes.

GALEN-IN-USE

Taking part in the initial phase are four national coding and
classification centres: WCC (Netherlands), SPRI (Sweden),
CNR (Italy) and University of Ste. Etienne (France). During
the project, conceptual representations of some 15,000
individual surgical procedures will be produced using the
GRAIL formalism and integrated into the existing GALEN
Common Reference Model 7,9,10,11.
GALEN and CEN ENV 1828
The relationship between GALEN and ‘second generation’
systems is illustrated by the GALEN approach to CEN
ENV 182813, a pre-standard proposing a compositional
structure for classifications of surgical procedures. The CEN
schema (figure 1) reflects the way the terms are used in
language. Our experience has been that a conceptual model
has slightly different requirements.14 GALEN’s schema
must both support automatic classification and also
integrate with an existing model which permits indefinite
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Figure 1: CEN ENV 1828 schema for surgical procedures
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Figure 2: Basic GALEN schema for surgical procedures
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These different
treatments are illustrated by the GALEN interpretation of
the section in the normative part of ENV 1828 which states:

(Cyst which hasLocation Kidney) name KidneyCyst.

If the CEN schema were followed, the constraining
mechanisms in GRAIL could not prevent construction of
obviously nonsense compositions such as ‘removal of a
renal cyst from the thyroid’:

Within the GALEN Common Reference Model (CRM),
neither the indirect nor the direct object is linked directly to
the procedure. Instead, the direct object is always linked to
the surgical deed itself:

(Removing)
-- (actsOn) -- [(Cyst) – (hasLocation) – (Kidney)]
-- (hasIndirectObject) – (Thyroid)

(Removing which actsOn Kidney) name Nephrectomy.

In the CRM, therefore, the indirect object is attached
indirectly to the deed, via the direct object, thus:

A more significant difference in treatments concerns the
indirect object. In the CEN schema, the notion of ‘excision
of a kidney cyst’ would be expressed as:

(Removing which actsOn (Cyst which hasLocation Kidney)).

(SurgicalProcess:*)
-- (hasPart) -- (SurgicalDeed: Removal)
-- (hasDirectObject) -- (Pathology: Cyst)
-- (hasIndirectObject) -- (Anatomy: Kidney)

These changes result in a basic GALEN schema for
surgical procedures (figure 2). This has subsequently been
expanded to increase expressivity and to integrate it with
other modelling schemata already present in the Common
Reference Model (figure 3).

Figure 3: Extended GALEN schema for surgical procedures
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AN INTERMEDIATE REPRESENTATION
GRAIL, the GALEN representation language, is necessarily
complex - as would be any other ‘third generation’
representation. For the GALEN-IN-USE project, more than
20 clinicians were recruited across four countries to perform
the analysis of original surgical procedure code rubrics into
conceptual representations. However, few had any prior
experience of GRAIL or the Common Reference Model.
To circumvent this problem we devised an intermediate
representation15 nearer to a ‘second generation’ system. It is
structurally simpler than GRAIL, but may subsequently be
automatically expanded into GRAIL. This expansion is
possible because the design of the intermediate
representation deliberately echoes that of the Common
Reference Model. For example, the schema for surgical
procedures in the intermediate representation is a systematic
simplification of the corresponding extended GALEN
schema. This enables automatic ‘de-simplification’ to occur
when the dissections are expanded into GRAIL. Rogers has
described this expansion process16 and the GALEN software
tools (TIGGER and SPET) which support it.
The intermediate representation is broadly similar to those
used by the CANON group or the MEDS.17,18,19,20 It is
characterised by:
• a grammar defining a layout, or ‘template’, for
well-formed representations.
• a relatively small set of semantic links (ACTS_ON,
IS_PART_OF), compared to the GALEN CRM;
• a domain ontology specific to the surgical domain. The
atomic terms (leg, excising, tumour etc.) are known as
‘descriptors’ and are explicitly typed by one of a small
number of descriptor classes (e.g. anatomy, deed, lesion);
• a small set of constraints to control which links may be
used with which descriptor classes .
Domain experts in the centres work from existing local
coding schemes (WCC, NCSP etc.) to scope their task.
Rubrics from these schemes are manually analysed to give,
initially, a natural language paraphrase of what the expert
believes the rubric means. A conceptual representation of
each such paraphrase is then produced using the
intermediate representation. The result of this two-step
analysis is called a ‘dissection’ of the rubric. Each dissection
has a header section which contains information about the
original rubric and coding scheme. This is followed by the
conceptual representation itself, introduced by the MAIN
keyword. Semantic links are capitalised, descriptors are in
lower case. Below is an example of a completed dissection:
RUBRIC "Insertion of intercostal catheter for drainage"

PARAPHRASE "Insertion of intercostal catheter in pleural space
for drainage"
SOURCE "ICD-9-CM" CODE "34.04"
MAIN inserting
ACTS_ON catheter
HAS_APPROACH intercostal route
HAS_DESTINATION pleural space
MOTIVATED_OVERALL_BY draining
ACTS_ON substance
HAS_LOCATION pleural space

A GRAIL expansion from this dissection is automatically
generated (below). The expansion algorithm requires that
the primitive descriptors and links in the intermediate
representation are given context dependent mappings to
primitive or composed concepts and attributes in the
Common Reference Model, as described by Rogers.16
[(SurgicalDeed whichG <
isMainlyCharacterisedBy
(performance whichG isEnactmentOf
(Inserting which <
hasSpecificSubprocess
(SurgicalApproaching whichG hasPhysicalMeans
(Route which passesThrough IntercostalSpace))
isActedOnSpecificallyBy
(Transport whichG hasSpecificConsequence
(Displacement whichG hasBetaConnection PleuralCavity))
playsClinicalRole SurgicalRole
actsSpecificallyOn Catheter>))
hasSpecificGoal (Draining which <
playsClinicalRole SurgicalRole
actsOn (Substance whichG hasLocation PleuralCavity)>) ]
hasProjection
(('ICD-9-CM' schemeVersion 'default') code '34.04' 'code');
extrinsically hasDissectionRubric
'ICD-9-CM 34.04 Insertion of intercostal catheter for drainage'.

ADDED VALUE OF GALEN
The GALEN intermediate representation is similar to a
‘second generation’ system. However, it results from a
systematic simplification of a ‘third generation’ system
rather than a gradual increase in sophistication of a ‘first
generation’ enumerative system. This approach facilitates
our knowledge authoring process whilst still allowing ‘third
generation’ techniques to be exploited to build, maintain
and validate the corpus and, ultimately, deliver it to end
users. Four techniques, not applicable to ‘second
generation’ systems or the intermediate representation
directly, are fundamental to our authoring process:
• Automated semantic normalisation and canonisation
• Automated and dynamic classification of compositions
• Automated maintenance of fixed knowledge database
• Automated generation of natural languages
Semantic Normalisation
Different authors, analysing the same rubrics, produce
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different dissections. These differences divide into those
which are semantically equivalent, those semantically
divergent and those which represent semantic error. The
expansion of dissections into GRAIL provides several
different stages at which normalisation can occur. For
example, differences of semantic equivalence such as
varying encapsulation may be automatically normalised. A
separate mechanism rejects many semantic errors:
Normalising varying encapsulation: in the rubric
‘excision of lobe of lung’, one author may determine that
{lobe of lung} is an appropriate primitive descriptor, whilst
another may choose the decomposition {lobe IS_PART_OF
lung}. The expansion into GRAIL normalises both into:
(Lobe which isSolidDivisionOf Lung).

because of the following previously declared mappings:
Descriptor / Link
lobe of lung
lobe
lung
IS_PART_OF

GRAIL Mapping
Lobe which isSolidDivisionOf Lung
Lobe
Lung
isSolidDivisionOf

Rejecting semantic error: The intermediate representation
includes only a limited set of constraints controlling which
classes of descriptor may be combined with which links. A
richer set of constraints exists in the CRM, and these are
brought to bear when a dissection is expanded into GRAIL.
Thus {fracturing ACTS_ON temperature} is permitted in
the intermediate representation, but rejected at the GRAIL
expansion stage.
Semantic divergence: Differences of opinion between
experts regarding what rubrics actually mean must remain
problems for the experts to resolve. However, the other
techniques discussed here combine to assist the domain
experts in identifying when they do not agree.
Automatic classification
GRAIL expansions of the dissections are automatically
classified according to the principles of the GRAIL
formalism. Knowledge already present in the CRM affects
this classification; for example, ‘Operation on the Heart’
subsumes ‘Repair of Mitral Valve’ because the anatomy
model already knows the mitral valve is part of the heart.
Where a dissection has not been classified as expected, the
task is to identify why. With the ‘noise’ of semantic
equivalence removed through normalisation, the remaining
causes are semantic divergence, and omissions or errors in
the pre-existing knowledge base. Automated analysis,
according to the formalism, of the relationships between
expansions of dissections can answer questions such as

‘why is this classified here?’ and ‘what should I change to
have it classified there?’.
Automatic classification further ensures that the twin
hierarchies of composed deeds and of the objects they act on
must inevitably be exactly parallel, since one is derived
formally from the other. Maintaining this ‘parallelism’ is
presently commonly undertaken manually in other ‘second
generation’ systems, (e.g. the READ 3.1 Thesaurus4).
Maintenance of the knowledge database
To hold a fixed form of the knowledge base, local
implementations of compositional systems may need to
instantiate ‘artefact’ concepts as well as the compositions
originally provided by authors. This might be necessary to
fit the knowledge base within a particular persistent data
structure, (as occurs in the READ 3.1 Thesaurus4) or to
optimise a classification or search algorithm.
In a GALEN system, knowledge authoring is decoupled
from any particular implementation of the knowledge base.
The local implementation determines for itself what it needs
to instantiate, and is able to export the knowledge base to
other implementations where the requirements for
instantiated concepts may be different.
Machine language generation
Early experiments provided the dissection authors with a
display of their original scheme rubrics, ordered into a
hierarchy according to the automatic classification of the
GRAIL expansions. However, the original rubric is not
always a satisfactory proxy for the dissection itself. The
semantic information which directly determines the
classification is hidden, and identifying the cause of an
inappropriate classification from this presentation alone is
not possible. Similarly, browsing the hierarchy of the
GRAIL concepts themselves displays too much information,
in too abstract a form, to be directly useful.
GALEN tools can generate from a GRAIL composition a
natural language string which reflects the semantics of that
composition.21 Browsing hierarchies of these strings, in an
editing environment which links them directly to their
originating rubrics, dissections or GRAIL expansions, is
expected to form a powerful QA tool.
RESULTS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
More than 3000 original rubrics, in the fields of
orthopaedics, urology, cardiology and gastroenterology have
so far been dissected using the intermediate representation.
These have subsequently been expanded into GRAIL and
classified within the Common Reference Model.
Generation of Natural Language phrases for the results is
now possible in four European languages, though the
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lexicons are not yet complete. Future experiments will
examine delivering the corpus to the participating centres as
either a first, second or third generation system according to
local requirements.
CONCLUSION
‘Third generation’ systems, such as GALEN, offer
advanced semantic processing techniques. We have shown
the added value of using these to help build large and
coherent terminologies. However, authoring compositional
representations directly in a formalism such as GRAIL is
time consuming and requires special skills.
An intermediate representation can bridge between the
generations: ‘third generation’ system advantages can be
gained whilst authoring effort remains closer to that
required for ‘second generation’ systems. Existing standards
can be extended or adapted to support this activity. A
prerequisite is an automatic transformation between this
representation and the formalism, and between the
formalism and natural language.
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